Instant Checkmate Delivers Instant Criminal
Background Checks on Individuals
March 27, 2012
Las Vegas, NV (RPRN) 03/27/12 —
Hundreds of thousands of subscribers have
turned to Instant CheckMate to provide
reliable, comprehensive instant background
checks on individuals. Subscribers to the
service have immediate access to millions
of local, state and federal criminal records,
sex offender registries and other pertinent
information.

Find Out The Truth About Anybody!

Instant CheckMate reports can help
subscribers determine whether a subject
has a criminal background, uses known
aliases or is hiding information or assets.
Local and state record searches also
include driving records, property ownership
interests, marriages, divorces and other
information that can be used to verify the
personal information an individual may
provide.

"An Instant CheckMate report can provide
peace-of-mind for a subscriber who wants to verify the information a person has provided," says
Michael Smith, Customer Relations Manager for Instant CheckMate. "At the same time, an Instant
CheckMate report can flag discrepancies between the information a person offers and what federal,
state and local records actually reveal."
The service is invaluable for persons who need to know more information about their neighbors,
potential romantic interests or other individuals in their lives. Subscribers access the service through
an easy-to-use Web interface by providing basic information about the subject of a report. Instant
CheckMate retrieves information from thousands of sources to compile an accurate picture of a
person's criminal background, sex offenses, property ownership records, business interests, adverse
court decisions, and civil records like marriages and divorces.
The subscriber retrieves an instant report of all pertinent information about the subject of the report.
The report is compiled anonymously and delivered privately, so only the subscriber who requested
the background check knows that a report has been generated regarding a particular individual.
About Instant CheckMate.com
Instant CheckMate, the fastest growing instant background check service on the web , provides
criminal background checks on a subscription basis for individuals. Instant CheckMate conducts a
comprehensive search of federal, state and local criminal and civil records, sex offender registries,
and publicly available records stored in both public and private databases. For more information
about Instant CheckMate, please visit our Web site at http://instantcheckmate.com or connect with
Instant CheckMate on LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/company/instant-checkmate-llc. Add Instant
CheckMate on Google + at https://plus.google.com/100577745234770165656. If you're an Instant
Checkmate subscriber, review Instant Checkmate on Yelp at http://www.yelp.com/biz/instantcheckmate-las-vegas.
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About the author:
Instant Checkmate is a personal online background check service, providing comprehensive
searches of federal, state and local records, including criminal background checks, sex offender
registries, and public records. For more information about Instant Checkmate, please visit our website
at www.InstantCheckmate.com, follow Instant Checkmate on Twitter, or connect with Instant
Checkmate on Crunchbase.
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